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Abstract

someproperties of superconvergencewere pointed out, in

Solvingthe waveequationby a Co finite elementmethod
requires to mass-lump the term in time of the variational
f6rmulation in order to avoid the inversionof a n-diagonal
symmetric matrix at each time-step of the algorithm. One
can easily get this mass-lumpingon quadrilateral meshes
by using a h-version of the spectral elements, based on
Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formulae but the equivalent
method is not obviousfor triangular meshes.In this paper
we constructand analyze new familiesof triangular finite
elements which fulfill the same requirements as spectral
quadratic and cubic finite elements.
Key words: wave equations, finite elements, masslumping.

particularfor the errorcommittedon the velocity[4].
However,the useof quadrilateral finite elementsis not so

easy(in particular becausenon-regularquadrilateralslead
to isoparametricelements)and the useof trianglesremains
more popular in the industrial community. For that reason, we construct and analyze, in this paper, higher order
triangular finite elements fitted to the numerical resolution of the wave equation. This purpose implies an adequate mass-lumpingusing a quadrature rule with positive
weights in order to ensure the positivity of the discrete
harmonic operator appearing in the scheme. Moreover.
the accuracyof the method without mass-lumpingmust
be kept.
In order to get all these properties, we construct a class

of HLconformtriangularfiniteelements
whichcorrespond
to P2 and P3 spectralfinite elements.However.to get the
positivity of the discreteoperator, we must modify the
classicalspacesof polynomialsPk.
The P2 standard space must be replaced by P2 =
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Introduction

P2 • (b) whereb = A•A2A3in barycentriccoordinates
is

Solvingthe waveequation in time domain by finite element
methods is challengingbut fundamental in order to model
problemscloserto the needsof industry. However, the use
of suchtechniquesrisessome difficultiesdue the presence
of a mass-matrixwhich growswith the order of the method
and the dimensionof the problem and must be inverted at
each time-step. For this reason, finite differencemethods
were preferred to FEM for a long time.
Recent developmentsof FEM with mass-lumping,such
asspectralfinite elementsenableto overcomethis difficulty
by using quadrilateral or hexahedral finite elementsmass-

the "bubble" function equal to 1 at the center of the triangle and 0 on its three edges. The new element is an
element with 7 degreesof freedom which are those of the
classicalP2 triangleplus its center. Then, the corresponding quadrature rule is the well known Simpson'srule the

weightsof whichare positive[11].
For P3, the processis more complex. The new element
has 12 degreesof freedomand the spaceof polynomials

is•s = Ps• (b•,b2,bs)where
b•,b•,b3arepolynomials
equal to I at three points symmetrically located on the
three mediansof the triangle respectivelyand 0 on the

lumpedwith Gauss-Lobatto
quadraturerules[8]. Such threeedgesof the triangle.We showthat the problemhas
elements were used and analyzed in their h-version and
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a solutionfor a unique set of points.

An otherapproachcan be foundin [6].
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A non-stable approach

We shall considerthe followingmodel problem:

Findu' /R2x]0,T[-, /R sothat:

95

order to avoid this inversion. This mass-lumpingimplies
to find quadraturerulesthe pointsof which coincidewith
the degreesof freedomof the elements.Moreover,in order
to keep the same accuracy as that of the schemewithout mass-lumping,the quadraturerulesmust be exact for

polynomials
of degree2k - 2 [2].

(1)

•-•7(x,t)
- Au(x,t)
= 0 in/R
2x]0,T[
u(x,O)
= uo(x),
•(x,O)= u•(x)in/R
2

Its variational

dt2

2

formulation

uvdx+

is:

and 1/3 at the edges[11].

VuVvdx=O
Vv•H•(•2)

2

For P•, the degreesof freedomare the verticesof the
triangle and the suitable rule is the trapezoidal rule.
For P2, the degreesof freedom are the verticesof the
triangle and the middles of the edges, and the suitable
rule is so that the weightsare equal to 0 at the vertices

(2)
In this section. we shall only deal with the space approximation which is the main point of this study. Let

For these two first kinds of finite elements, the nodes
of the elementcoincidewith the points of the quadrature
rule in a natural way. For cubic elements,the location of
the nodeson the edgesof the elementsmust be changedso
that thesenodescoincidewith the pointsof the quadrature

[.•t.(•2)= {v • H•(• 2) /Vi • N v/r• • P&},bethe rule. Actually,the samefact occursfor quadrilaterals[4].
Lagrangefinite element spaceof kth order •sociated to a

Without mass-lumping,the degreesof freedomof cubic

elementsare the verticesof the triangle, two pointslocated
triangular
mesh{•} of•2, Ti • •. Thesemi-discretized
formulation of the problem can be written • follows:

Findu•(.,t) • V•(•2), t • ]0,T[ sothat:

at one third and two thirds of the edgeand the centerof
the triangle. In order to mass-lump,we must definea new
elementwith the samedegreesof freedombut in which the
distanceof the points of the edgesto the nearestvertex is

(3- x/'•)/6. So,theweights
ofthesuitable
quadrature
rule
are-1/120 at the vertices,1/20 on the edgesand 9/40 at
thethecenterof theelement[7]. Asonecansee,for P2and

(a)+

=0

2

2)

=

Ouh
(x,O]=

Pa, the weightsat the verticesof the quadrature rules are
null or negative. So, these rules will not provide a proper
approximationof -A: for P2, we get an ill-poseddiscrete
problemand for Pa, the stability is not ensured.
Some other quadrature rules which do not fit to our

problemcanbe foundin [5].

Let (•i)iex bea basis
of V•(•2). Then(3) isequivalent
to the following(infinite) ordinary differentialequations

3

New finite element spaces

system:

Sincethe quadratureformulaeabovedefinedare unique, P2
and Pa seemto have no chanceto fulfill the requirements
of mass-lumpingfor the wave equation. So, in order to
overcomethe difficulty risen by the non-positivityof the

(4)

(J•12.h)l.
i -'-/iR2
•I(X
)•i(X)
dx
with(I¾2'h)l'i
--fir•7•l(32)
•7•i(x)
dx
'
2

(l, i) 6 N •

weigh_ts,
we are goingto constructnewspaces,
namelyP2
and Pa whichwill be slightlylargerthan P2 and Pa. This
boilsdownto add someinteriornodesto the previousP2
and Pa triangleswith the hopethat we will be ableto find
quadratureruleswhich will be suitablefor achievingmass
lumping while keepingthe order of the method.

In fact, onecanfind alsoin [2]that if a spaceof poly-

So, we get a matrix (M2.h) whichis n-diagonalsymmet- nomials
/Bsatisfies
Pk C /• C Pk',k _<k', onegetsthe
ric and must be inverted at each time-step for any ex- "Pk accuracy"as soonas the quadratureformulais exact
plicit scheme,and we wish to lump this mass-matrix in for Pk+•'-2. Consideringthe symmetriesof the triangle,

Stable Higher Order T•iangular Finite Elements

one can showthat it is sufficientto have three degreesof
freedom(not fixed by symmetry)to integratePa and five

degrees
of freedomto integratePs [9].
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3.2

The case of P3 elements

Now, we would like to constructa triangular finite element
whichwill havethe samepropertiesas Pa and will provide

a_positive
mass-lum•ing.
Forthat purpose,
weshalldefine
Pa suchthat Pa C P3 C P4. The corresponding
quadrature
rule mustbe exactfor P5 (since3 + 4 - 2 = 5). Of course,
we wish to have a set of points as small as possiblein
In orderto havethesameaccuracy
asquadratic
ele•.•ments,
onewould like to havea spaceP2 satisfyingP2 C P2 C P3. order to keep a reasonablecomputational cost but large
Moreover,the quadratureformulashouldintegrateexactly enoughto lead to the five free parametersrequired for Ps,
P3 (since3 = 3 + 2 - 2).
asmentioned
above._Moreover,
ourchoiceisthat thetraces
of the functionsof Pa on the edgesof the triangle should
For this purpose,we shall define P2 by:

3.1

The case of P2 elements

be of third order.

(5)

= Pe(v}

So, all these required properties lead us to define a set
of quadraturepoints classifiedas follows:

where b denotes the "bubble" function expressed in

the threevertices{S•, S2,S3}

barycentriccoordinates{A1,As,As} as ß
(6)

boundarypoints

b = AiA2A3

interiorpoints{G•(,$), G2(3),

The triangle corresponding
to P2 is the classicalP2 triangle

(the nodesof whichare the verticesSj, j = 1,3 and the
middlesof theedgesEj, j = 1,3) to whichweaddits center
of gravity G. The new finite element has sevendegreesof
freedomand it is immediateto checkthat we do get the

In what precedes,(a,3) denotes two real parameter between0 and 1, Gi(,3) has barycentriccoordinates

(,3,1-/3
1-•3

1•/• 1___•

2 ' 2 )' G2(•) (--,•,
) andGs(3)
P•-unisolvence.
Moreover,
asbvanishes
ontheedges
ofK,
thedegree
ofanyelement
of•2 onanyedgeofK remains ( 2 , •,•),
while
Mo(a) denotes
thebarycentre
of

equal to 2.
Now, if we can considerthe space:

(7)

Si and Sywith respective
weightsa and (1 - a) (seefigure
1).

Vh= {v • co(Q)/VK• T•, V/K• •}

Note that, with respectto the quadraturepointsconsid-

eredin section2, we gainedoneparameter(namely•)) by
splitting the centerof gravity G into three interior points
as a spaceof approximation
of H 1(fl). Vh clearlyadmits G• (3), G•(3) and Ga(3).
three types of basis functions ß

Ontheotherhand,theset•3 mustsatisfy:

functionsassociatedto the verticesof the trianglesthe
support of which is equal to the number of triangles
admitting a given node as a commonvertex

(ii) The previousquadrature points are Pa-unisolvent.

(iii) Traceson OK of functionsof Pa havedegree3.
All this is obtainedby choosing:

functionsassociatedto the edgesof the meshthe support of which is made of two triangles

(9)

"bubble"functionssupportedby one triangle.

the dimensionof which is equal to 12, whichcoincideswith
the number of quadrature points we have considered.It
is easy to construct the three basis functions bl, b2 and

In this case, the Simpson'srule mass-lumpsproperly. Its
points are the nodes of the degreesof freedom and its
weightsare:
1

(s)

(i ) Pa C Pa C P4.

= 76

2

=

9

= 76

= P3e

b3associated
to G•(3), G•(/3) and G3(/3)as bubbletype
functionsdefinedby:

(10)

bj= b(Aj
- I -2 •)

To seethat thequadrature
p2intsarePa-unisolvent
it sufwhich are all positive.

ficesto remarkthat anyi•of Pa hasa uniquedecomposition
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Figure1' Thedegrees
offreedom
for•2 (left)and•a (right).
in the form:

is'

/3 __1
3 + 2__•
V•__•0.5853

{•'-p+bq
pE P3, p(G) ----0

(11)

-42 - 21vf• + V/35+ 16v"-•v•v•

qEP1

84 + 42 v/•
0.2935

Then if • vanishesin all quadrature points, p vanishes
at all boundary points and also at G. These points being
(13)
Pa-unisolvent, we deduce that p = 0. Now the fact that

919v• + 2471
"' 0.0148
124080VQ + 330960

•(Gj(,$)) = 0 yieldsq(Gj(/3)) whichyieldsq = 0 since
q E P1 and sincethe threepointsG• (/3), (72(/3)and Ca(/3)
1

OJc•
---225280
• (2
'•-V/'•)
4 • 0.0488
+ 9520V•

arenotaligned
assoon
as/3•kõ.
Taking into account the different kinds of points, the
quadrature formula can be written:

wO = 2

147+ 42 v/•
-,-,0.2208
400 x/• + 1280

Of course,
wenowconstruct
a space
of approximation
of
E(f) =

H• (f/) as:

(14)
(12)

Vn-- {v 6 Cø(•)/VK ß Th,V/K• •3}

Once again there are three types of basis functions. The

difference
withthe•2 space
liesin thefactthatthereis
still onebasisfunctionsby vertex(asfor P2) but two basis
functionsby edgeand three basisfunctionsby triangle.

which

is

a

formula

with

five parameters(ws, w•, co
O, a and/3) while we have5
classesof equivalencein Ps.

The approximation of the term in time leads to a diagonal mass-matrix only when one uses the appropriate
quadrature formula to computethe integralsappearingin
the variational formulation but the computation of the integrals comingfrom the harmonicoperator can be made
in two ways: either exactly or by using the samequadra-

One showsthere existsa unique set for the parameters ture formula(whichwill not providean exactvalueof the
in orderthat formula(12) integratesexactlyPs. This set integrals). We shall presenthere the first point of view.

Stable Higher Order TriangularFinite Elements
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Of course,this kind of result could be extendedto higher
order triangular finite elementsbut, even for P3, the computations, made with the help of MAPLE, which led to
this result were not immediate

and it is obvious that such

computations will rapidly reach the bounds of any software of this kind for higher order elements. So, although
conceptuallypossible,the extensionto higher order does
not seem easy in practice. Moreover, we don't have any
theoretical result ensuring that it is possibleto construct
an adequatequadrature formula with positive weightsat
any order.
Immediate generalization of such elements to 3D provided non-positive quadrature rules until now.

A plane wave (or, equivalently,Fourier) analysisof the

methodleadsto an eigenvalue
problemin w• (w• is the
pulsationof the discreteplane wave). The eigenvectorsof

thisproblem
arein •t 6 for,• and•t •3 for-•3. Its solution (computednumerically)providesthe followingstability conditions:
At

(18)At<0.2187
for
• and
•- <0.i2aa
for
•3
h

-

-

for the second order scheme in time,
At

(19)at<0.37ss
for and<0.155
for
for the fourth order scheme in time which allows to use

3.3

Discretization

in time

time-stepsalmost twice larger than a secondorder sche•ne.
This balancesthe increaseof computation introduced by

The higher order character of the approximationin space the method.
suggeststo usea higher order approximationin time in orHigher order approximationsin time do not have the
der not to sully the accuracyof the global approximation.
same properties and provide too expensivealgorithms.
Of course,the most natural way to get a fourth order time
Moreover,the ratio q• = w•/k givesthe errorcommitted
discretizationwould be to discretizethe time derivativeby
on the velocity. The study of qh versusthe inverse of the
using a centeredfourth order finite differencescheme.Unnumberof elementsper wavelengthand for different values
fortunately, suchschemesare unconditionallyunstable. So
of
the angleof the direction of propagation0 and the ratio
two solutions remain: either use a standard second order

a = At/h givesthe dispersion
curves[10]. On the other

finite difference scheme:

(15)

hand, log-like curves of q• showsthat the error is of 4th
order for P2 and 6th order for P3, which points out the
same superconvergence
phenomenonas for quadrilaterals.

n--1

02uh(t")
,.v11•-}-1
--212•
Jr'
llh

Remark:
which is stable but reducesthe convergenceof the method
to second order or apply a modified equation approach

A classicalfinite element analysisgivesan

error in h4 for the L•-norm

and in h3 for the Hi-norm

[1],[•].

described,for instance,in [3] but in a slightlydifferent
way, as describedbelow:

By writing down the Taylor expansionof (15) we get:

4

Numerical

results

We solvedthe followingtest problemfor regularmeshesin
Ot 2

ß

At2

(16)
12

0t 4

•-•T(x,y,t)
- Au(x,y,t)
= g(x,y)f(t)

+o(h 6)

in ]0,12[•x]0,50[

04Uh

Atthis
step,
wereplace
• byN•uh
(Na- M•,•K2,a)
(thesematricesweredefinedin (4)).
(20)
The new formulation can then be written:
At2

At2 _

.,

(17)•+' = • - •-• - h•-•[• - •y•hJ

This new algorithm involvestwo computationsof the discrete Laplaceoperator but this additional costwill be balancedby the increaseof the stability condition,as we shall
see below.

•(x,y,0)= •(x,
0• y,0)= 0 in]0,12[
2
u(O,y,t) = u(12,y,t) = u(x,O,t) =

u(x,12,t) = 0 in ]0,12[2 x ]0,50[
whereg(x, y) is a Gaussianfunctionin polar coordinates
and f(t) is the secondderivativeof a Gaussianfunction
(Rickerfunction).
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Figure
2: Dispersion
curves
for•2 andfourth
order
intime,ctvarying
from
0.05to0.35,for0 = 0 (left)and0 = rr
4
(right).
We give, in the figures below, the seismogramsof the

solutionson the intervalin time [25,50] (i.e. after a trip
of 100 wavelengths)at the point (9,3) on a regularmeshes

cont_ainin_g
roughlythe samenumberof degrees
of freedom
for P2, Pa and P1. The "exact" solution is in dotted line
and the numerical

one in continuous

line.

These figuresshowthe gain of accuracygiven by Pa and
the importance of a good accuracyin time. In fact, in order

to obtain an "exact"solutionon a no_n-regular
mesh,P2
will take twice more CPU time than P3.
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Figure 4: Seismogramfor P•, secondorder in time and space,3.75 elementsper wavelength,a - 0.3.
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time and a = 0.3 (right), 1.875elementsper wavelength(CPU time on a Dec station-• 3.9mn).
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